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Introduction:   

As technology logarithmically advances, (Kurzweil, 2005) technologies begin to blend 

with our biological systems. In the future, it may be possible for more technological devices to 

blend with our bodies and become permanent hybrid systems. One of these hybrid systems may 

be a device implanted into the eye to allow humans to see in low lit environments. This hybrid 

might combine the functions of our human eyes, nocturnal animals’ eyes, and night vision 

enhancement systems. 

Night Vision Enhancement Technology:  

 Night vision enhancement systems (NVES) were developed for automobiles to provide 

better visibility for drivers. NVES use infrared cameras to provide the same kind of visibility in 

nighttime lighting as standard headlamps on cars, therefore hoping to replace the use of 

headlamps. (Rumar, 2002). NVES use infrared sensing to allow for better driving visibility of 

ambient light in low lit conditions and transmit these lightened images to the driver through a 

video image which is mounted on the dashboard which can be seen in Figure 1 (Brown, He, and 

Roe, 2010).  
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The best NVES use far-infrared (FIR) sensors because they have been shown to generate 

clearer images than near-infrared (NIR) sensors (Lim, et al., 2010). NIR systems illuminate 

the scene in the near infrared spectrum and gather reflected radiation, whereas FIR systems 

generate the visuals through passive detections of thermal emissions (Tsimhoni, Bargman, and 

Flannagan, 2013).  Figure 2 below demonstrates the difference between FIR and NIR systems. 

 

 

 
Most of the studies conducted so far with NVES have examined drivers’ visual perception of 

obstacles such as pedestrians at nighttime, since nighttime driving can be fairly unsafe due to 

poor visibility in low lighting (Gish, Shoulson, and Perel, 2002). These studies have found 

positive correlations between obstacle spotting and using NVES, as seen in Figure 3.  

Figure 1. This figure depicts the screen monitor 
inside the dashboard of a car displaying the 
camera’s image of the road ahead. On the digital 
screen, the driver can clearly see the two people 
on the road ahead, whereas the people are not 
clearly visible with just the use of headlights. This 
difference between the visibility of the two people 
on the road is clearly demonstrated in this figure 
(Figure from Compass Handbook of ICT 
Solutions, 2012).  
 

 

Figure 2. The top photo uses FIR 
technology whereas the bottom 
uses NIR. The camera using FIR 
technology transmits a clearer 
image, unlike the NIR system 
pictured below which makes the 
image more difficult to see 
because it appears over-exposed 
(Figure from Kallhammer, 2006).  
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Eye Biology: 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. The top graph shows speed in km/h on the y axis and distance from obstacle on 
the x axis, the light line depicts with NVES and the dark line is without. The drivers in the 
simulator slowed down around 400-500 meters, whereas drivers without did not slow 
down until they reached the obstacle. The bottom graph shows lateral position relative to 
the middle of the road on the y axis and time to think on the x axis, drivers with NVES 
had slightly more time to think, judge the situation, and either brake/swerve in response. 
These graphs depict how NVES allowed drivers more time to think to assess potential 
dangers in the road and more time to slow down which supports the safety applications of 
this technology (Figure from Hollnagel, 2003). 

Figure 4. This diagram depicts a general 
overview of the human eye anatomy, 
labeling the main structures within the 
eye. For the purpose of this paper, the 
understanding of the location of the lens, 
retina and the optic nerve are most 
important, as these are the parts most 
involved in light detection (Figure from 
National Eye Institute, 2008). 
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Vertebrates use a process called “dark adaptation” to slowly adjust vision from highly lit 

to low light environments (Caruso, 2007). The retina detects light in a wide range of light 

intensities relying on photoreceptors: the rods and cones. Figure 4 depicts the important eye 

anatomy which allows for these processes. Cones cannot respond to light in the dark and are only 

evolved for brightly lit settings, and therefore can only respond to different intensities of bright 

light. Rod cells are used for night vision and are incapable of working in bright light. During 

dark adaptation, the photoreceptors increase their sensitivity to light in the dimly lit environment, 

cones are slightly quicker at adapting than rods (Caruso, 2007). The photoreceptors adapt to 

different light environments through enzymatic cascades which close certain channels within 

photoreceptors to adjust sensitivity which is described in Figure 5 (Hurley, 2002).  

 

 

 
 
 

Figure 5. This diagram shows how light moves through the eye and is processed to create 
an image in the brain. Step 1 shows light moving through the lens of the eye to the retina 
which contains the rods and cones. Step 2 shows that when the light hits the rods and 
cones, photons activate the cells. Within the cells, there are different photoreceptors for 
rods and cones, which change shape when activated by light, which cause signals to be 
sent through the cells resulting in an action potential. The third step depicts the signal 
reaching the left side of the rods and cones and then passed to sets of neural cells. The 
fourth step is the signal moving through the neural cells into the optic nerve and final step 
is the optic nerve sending information to the brain where signals are processed as a 
complete image (Figure from Arizona State University, 2014). 
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Neurobiology/Technology Hybrid Proposal: 
  

There appears to be no research to implement any optical implant to improve night 

vision, but a future neurobiology-technology hybrid system may be some kind of optical implant 

combining NVES technology and nocturnal animal biology into the human eye to improve night 

vision. This implant might be a small device surgically implanted in the retina which would 

release biological engineered rods, contain an artificial tapetum lucidum, and IR sensing 

technology that could allow humans could see into the IR spectrum.  

The implant could release engineered rod cells in low light to increase sensitivity to 

ambient light by using a sensory component such as the way digital cameras use International 

Standards Organization (ISO) to adjust sensitivity to light (Peterson, 2011).  ISO in digital 

cameras works by adjusting the camera’s sensitivity to light, so the higher the number on the 

setting, the less light the camera takes in. In low lit environments, the camera increases ISO to 

increase the sensitivity to light (Peterson, 2011).  The implant may be able to use similar 

technology to automatically detect light in the environment and sense when the light levels are 

low enough to release these engineered photoreceptors. Artificial cells exist today and can be 

specifically designed for certain biological systems (Pohorille and Deamer, 2002). Artificial cells 

are relatively cheap and efficient which makes this technology a must-have for this hybrid 

system (Pohorille and Deamer, 2002).  

The implant will also include an artificial tapetum to help humans see as nocturnal 

animals do. The tapetum greatly enhances night vision, as it reflects light through the retina so 

that is passes through the retina twice increasing sensitivity to low light emissions (Crawford, 

1934). The tapetum arose through convergent evolution in at least three orders of invertebrates 
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and vertebrates which demonstrates the tapetum’s importance in night vision (Schwab, et al., 

2002). The anatomy of an eye with a tapetum is shown in Figure 6.  

 

 

 
 

The implant will also work the way NVES do with much more ease since current NVES 

actually creates a distraction with the use of a screen in automobiles (Brown, et al., 2010). This 

implant might implement sensor that detects infrared wavelengths and might allow a person to 

process IR wavelengths. NVES technologies are currently available for cars and can 

automatically detect driving hazards (Brown, et al., 2010). If NVES IR technology may be 

incorporated in the body, it may provide better visual acuity in low light settings for humans 

which will help detect objects such as humans and other animals. If we are better able to detect 

other people or animals in the dark, this will help humans in many ways. For example, it may 

help reduce the risk of crime if people are able to see others acting suspiciously in the dark. It 

may also help with field work, to track animals for ecological work without needing headlamps 

which might scare the animals and allow for researchers to be present in the field at night to track 

organisms instead of using cameras to capture images and video footage for them.  

 

Figure 6. This is the anatomy of a 
nocturnal animal’s eye and the 
tapetum lucidum is shown behind 
the retina. The diagram also 
depicts the light coming in 
through the lens and reflecting off 
the tapetum to move through the 
retina twice (Figure from 
Unknown, 2016).  
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Predictions for the Future: 

 This hybrid system will be an intentional product; since the benefits of this technology 

might outweigh the downsides. The upsides of the system include the elimination for electricity 

to produce artificial light, no longer needing any extra devices like flashlights to see well in the 

dark, and will increase nighttime safety. The elimination of electricity to produce artificial light 

may have great benefits for the environment and the global economy (Mills, 2002). It was 

estimated in 2002 that the world spends about $75-115 billion dollars per year on electricity. Not 

only is this very costly, but 8% of greenhouse gas emissions are from electric lighting energy to 

power streetlights (Mills, 2002). This has already been shown with the NVES technology, as it 

alleviates the need to power headlamps on cars (Rumar, 2002).  

Other studies have shown that increased street lighting reduces crime rates (Welsh and 

Farrington, 2008). As Welsh and Farrington state, increasing street lighting significantly reduced 

crime rates in the United Kingdom in public areas (Welsh and Farrington, 2008).  Although this 

study did not use NVES technology, it demonstrated that increased lighting has reduced crime 

rates which is what this proposed implant could also achieve, without the need for electricity. 

The majority of NVES studies show that the usage of these technologies have increased visual 

acuity of drivers at nighttime, for example, all six of the studies cited in this paper have found 

such results (Brown, et al., 2010, Gish, et al., 2002, Hollnagel, 2003, Rumar, 2002, and Tsimhoni 

et al.,2007).  

 With this technology, everyone will be more aware of their surroundings at night which 

may have the same effect as increased street lighting.  This technology may also assist with 

larger projects, such as military missions and research in many fields. As Baker reports, the use 

of IR sensor technology has already influenced technology incorporated in military defense 
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systems by detecting and tracking targets (Baker, 2006). Baker states that IR technology is 

rapidly evolving and the future of IR sensor technology will have an influence in military 

application, which supports the development of the night vision enhancement implant (Baker, 

2006). 

The downside to the creation of this system is that electrical companies and light bulb 

manufacturers may lose business and relevance due to this technology. Another downside of this 

technology is the risk of surgery implantation. The future of this eye implant system for low light 

visibility will be that of an irreversible merger of technology and biology. With the technological 

advances of today, it seems like a natural progression to alter our vision in order to see well in 

the dark.   
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